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Credit Rating Agency
• Provide objective, consistent and simple
measures of creditworthiness
• Improve the flow of information between
institutional borrowers (issuers) and lenders
(investors)
• Reduce investors’ costs of gathering, analyzing,
and monitoring the financial positions of
borrowers

Important Credit Monitoring Role
in the financial markets
Initial
Bond Issue

Findings:
Bond Downgrade:
Conveys new information
Bond Upgrade:
No significant price
reaction [with exception
of Jorion, Liu and Shi
(2005) after Reg FD]
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Research Motivation
• On August 24, 2005, following two quarters of
losses at North American auto operations, Moody’s
downgraded Ford Motor Company’s senior
unsecured credit rating from Baa3 (investment
grade) to Ba1 (speculative grade).

Research Motivation

• Such a downgrade is widely regarded as a significant credit
rating event, and yet Ford’s share price experienced no
significant identifiable change on that day.

Research Motivation
Missing Puzzle
Credit Watch Placement
Initial
Bond Issue

Bond Rating Revision

 Beginning in 1991, Moody’s initiated an interesting
practice as part of formal bond rating process

 Prior to an actual rating revision, it began putting a credit

issue on a “Watchlist” to offer indications of the likely
direction of near-term future credit rating changes but not all
rating revisions are preceded by Credit Watch

 Positive Watch / Negative Watch / Uncertain
 Objective: Reduce the company’s stock price volatility by
moving its credit ratings in a gradual, even predictable,
fashion

Research Motivation
Missing Puzzle
• However, on June 22, 2005, two months prior to
the rating downgrade, Moody’s placed Ford on
negative watch for possible downgrade. That
event sparked a sell-off in Ford’s shares that
resulted in price plunged of more than 5% on
that day.
• Consequently, with the typical bond rating
change, investors following a firm cannot fully
understand the overall impact of bond rating
revision without considering prior credit watch
placement.

Research Objectives
 Investigate the role of Credit Watch
Placement in Bond Rating Process
 Establish a link between credit watch
placement and prior research on bond
rating change
 Focus on Bond Downgrade
 CRAs expend more resources in detecting a
deterioration in credit quality rather than
reporting just on the improvements in credit
quality.

Empirical Investigation
 Level I
 We emphasize on the informativeness of credit
watch placement and how credit watch
placement reduce market reaction of the actual
rating change
 How market participants react to Credit Watch
Placement?
 H1: Credit watch placement is informative
 H2: Cumulative abnormal returns of rating change with
prior credit watch is less than CARs of rating change
without prior watch

Empirical Investigation
 Level II
 Does the credit watch placement help the price
adjustment following rating announcement to be
more complete?
 We examine how credit watch placement affects
investor underreaction following bond
downgrades
 Long Term abnormal returns
 BHAR and CAR controlled for Size and Bookto-Market, RATs, Underreaction Coefficient
 H3: Long run abnormal returns of rating change with
prior credit watch are smaller than that of rating
change without prior watch

Empirical Investigation
 Level III
 We examine when and why credits watch
placements have the most significant impact on
stock prices during the bond downgrade and
post-event periods
 We conjecture that the informativeness of credit
watch placement varies across firms depending
on the degree of firm’s information uncertainty
(IU)
 H4: Market reaction and long run returns for high IU
firms are larger than that of low IU firms
 H5: In high IU firms, credit watch placement helps
reducing market reaction and long run returns

Data and Sample Selection


Moody’s Default Risk Service Database: Credit Watch and Bond
Rating Changes
 Beginning date and the ending date of a credit watch placement, as well
as its subsequent rating change
 Credit Watch Indications: “positive” (possible upgrade), “negative”
(possible downgrade) or “developing” (uncertain direction)
 Bond Rating Revision: Upgrade and Downgrade
 Credit Watch Resolution: Linked Sample
 We confine our sample to US domestic taxable corporate bonds,
excluding bonds issued via private placement and Yankee bonds



Sample Period: January 1, 1997 to December 31, 2005

 CRSP: Stock Prices: Stock returns, value weighted index returns,
volume and shares outstanding

How frequent does CRAs issue
Credit Watch?

Informativeness of Credit Watch
Placement
H1: Credit watch
placement is
informative
H2: Cumulative
abnormal returns of
rating change with
prior credit watch is
less than CARs of
rating change
without prior watch




Compare abnormal returns RC vs. CW
Surprised vs. Anticipated downgrade

How credit watch placement affects
investor underreaction following
bond downgrades?
• Long-Run CARs and BHARs Controlled for Size and
Book-to-Market
• Form 25 (5 X 5) value-weighted portfolios of all
NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq stocks based on their size
and book-to-market
• Divide the monthly cross sections into size
quintiles, and within each size quintile, I form five
book-to-market portfolios
• Assign all firms into one of the 25 (5 X 5) portfolios
and calculate value weighted returns

How credit watch placement affects
investor underreaction following bond
downgrades?
• IRATS with Fama and French Three-Factors Plus
Momentum Factors
• Run the regression for every month j relative to the
event month 0 (j = 1,…..,12).
(Ri,t – Rf,t) = aj + bj (Rm,t – Rf,t) + cj SMBt + dj HMLt + ej
MOMt + εi,t

• The abnormal returns reported are sums of the
intercepts of cross-sectional regression over the
relevant event-time periods

How credit watch placement affects
investor underreaction following
bond downgrades?
• Underreaction Coefficients (Loh (2009)
• The ratio of the rating event date reaction to the
total return implication of the rating changes
• Suppose a credit rating change produced a CAR of
6% for the period [−1, 240] and the event reaction
over [−1, 1] is 3% then the underreaction coefficient
(UC) is 3/6 = 0.5
• UC < 1 = underreaction and the lower coefficient
value represents more severe underreaction

Does the credit watch placement help
the price adjustment following rating
announcement to be more complete?
H3: Long run abnormal returns of rating change with prior credit
watch are smaller than that of rating change without prior watch



Long term abnormal returns after Downgrade

When and Why credits watch
placements have the most significant
impact on stock prices ?
 Information Uncertainty
 We conjecture that the informativeness of
credit watch placement varies across firms
depending on the degree of firm’s
information uncertainty (IU).
 If credit watch placement helps resolve
uncertainty about future rating revision,
then the effects should be most
pronounced in the firms whose information
is difficult to acquire by investors.

Proxies for Information Uncertainty
• We adopt four widely used IU measures as
proxies for information availability:
idiosyncratic volatility (IVOL), firm size
(SIZE), firm age (AGE), and analyst dispersion
(DISP).
– Firm age (AGE) - the number of months since the first return
appears in CRSP
– Firm size (SIZE) - market capitalization at the bond rating
change date
– Idiosyncratic volatility (IVOL) - average monthly idiosyncratic
risk during the prior quarter before portfolio formation
– Analyst dispersion (DISP) - the standard deviation of analyst
forecasts

When and Why credits watch
placements have the most significant
impact on stock prices
 High Information Uncertainty
 High idiosyncratic volatility (IVOL)
 Small Firm size (SIZE),
 Young Firm age (AGE)
 More Analyst dispersion (DISP)

Does the credit watch placement help
the price adjustment following rating
announcement to be more complete?
H4: Market reaction and long run returns for high IU firms are
larger than that of low IU firms



Long term abnormal returns after Downgrade Linked vs
Surprised

When and Why credits watch
placements have the most significant
impact on stock prices ?
H5: In high IU firms, credit watch placement helps reducing
market reaction




CW is important only in High Information Uncertainty Firm
Consistent results for all information uncertainty proxies

Takeaway
 Credit Watch is used extensively by a CRA
as a signal of a future rating revision and
Credit Watch is in itself informative event
 Credit watch helps reduce investor
underreaction following bond downgrades
 Credit watch is the most important tools in
firms with high information uncertainty

Thank You
for your attention!!

